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The melody of this song serves
as a base to Slovak anthem. In

the middle of the 19th century,
a Slovak writer Janko Matúška

heard this song and wrote a
poem "It´s lightning over

Tatras" which, borrowing the
melody of this folk song, then
went on to become the official
hymnic song of Slovak nation
during the time of volunteer

revolution against
Hungarian/Magyar opression,
and is now an official anthem

of Slovakia.

historical importance



As For us, the meaning of this song is harmony with
nature and the faith of the people in her strength,

because the girl was talking to a peacock. Nowadays, this
is also relevant, because there are many animal lovers

and advocates, but unfortunately also many offenders. 

Intepretation 

As far as we understand, the peacock mascot helps to bring
joy and luck to the house, and makes the owner wiser and

more successful. This may be one of the reasons why the girl
turned to him. Of course, they should be shown in the picture.

Personally, I prefer the traditional style.

"povedzže mi, milá, holubienka sivá,
ktorého si pána."

It is in this line that mentioning the owner can mean
dependence on someone. Another meaning is fidelity. This

line gives a complete picture of the whole song.

The position of the lyrical hero is such that the girl is not
just waiting for her fate, without doing anything. A

certain progress is visible in her actions - digging a well,
treating a peacock with water, talking with a peacock. It`s
possible that the girl didn`t pull out thoughts about her
lover, and therefore even wanted to jump into the well.
This is what these lines say "she`d jump into it". Although,
maybe the well seemed too small for her, and therefore

she wanted to make it deeper to get water for the peacock.

From our point of view, in our time, the meaning
of this song is quite abstract - nothing will

happen if you do nothing or give up to achieve
some goal. You can almost always find a way out

of any situation if you try!



we decided to use different styles

in this book, drawing with pencils

and paints 

methodolgy
of the drawing

we analyzed the characters
in the song and it allowed us

to reproduce them in our
pictures

Emotions of sadness, serenity and pleasure can
be traced in the lines, the choice of colors

that are presented in our drawings.

to create a dialogue with the

audience, we decided to use bold lines

that attract attention. Many simple

lines form a complete picture



Original text 

Kopala studienku,
pozerala do nej,

či je tak hlboká jako je
široká,

skočila by do nej, ej,
skočila by do nej.

 
A na tej studienke

napájala páva,
spytuje sa šuhaj,
spytuje sa šuhaj

ktoroho som panna, ej,
ktoroho som panna?

 
Nespytuj sa šuhaj, bo

ja sama neznam,
príď navečer do nás,
príď navečer do nás,
materi sa doznaš, ej,

materi sa doznaš.



Translated text

She was digging a well,
looking into it,

if it is as deep, as it is wide,
she'd jump into it, ey, she'd

jump into it.
 

And at the well she was
watering a peacock,

a swain is asking, a swain is
asking

whose maiden am I, ey, whose
maiden am I?

 
Don't ask, swain, because I

don't know myself,
come to us tonight, come to

us tonight,
you'll own up to my

mother.
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